
ECE 265 Prof Klein
p1

This file contains a number of practice problems for ECE 265

Assemble this code: instructions, addressing modes, assembler directives and symbol tables

* 1. Show memory contents of assembled code and data.  Also show contents of symbol table.
org $20

start ldaa $2036 address contents symbol value
aba 20 B6 start 20
ldx #start 21 20 loop 27

loop bra loop 22 36
23 1B

org $fffe 24 CE
fdb start 25 0

26 20
27 20
28 FE
fffe 0
ffff 20

* 2. Show memory contents of assembled code and data.  Also show contents of symbol table.
org $40

start ldx #data address contents address contents
inx 40 CE 60 5
ldab 3,x 41 0 61 6

loop bra loop 42 60 62 7
43 8 63 8

org $60 44 e6 64 9
data fcb 5,6,7,8,9,0,1,2 45 3 65 0

46 20 66 1
org $fffe 47 FE 67 2
fdb start fffe 00

symbol value ffff 40
start 40
loop 46
data 60

*3. Show memory contents of assembled code and data.  Also show contents of symbol table.

   remember roman numerals? address contents symbol value
V equ $5 30 4F V 5
X equ 10 31 8B start 30

org $30 32 5 next 31
start clra 33 28 X $A
next adda #V 34 FC

bvc next fffe 0
ffff 30

org $fffe
fdb start



* 4 Show memory contents of assembled code and data.  Also show contents of symbol table.  P2
org $50

start ldx #data address contents address contents
dex 50 CE 70 5
ldy 3,x 51 0 71 6

loop bra loop 52 70 72 7
53 9 73 8

org $70 54 1A 74 9
data fcb 5,6,7,8,9,0,1,2 55 EE 75 0

56 3 76 1
org $fffe 57 20 77 2
fdb start 58 FE fffe 0

ffff 50

* 5 Show memory contents of assembled code and data.  Also show contents of symbol table.
org $50

start nop address contents
nop 50 1
bne start 51 1

52 26
org $fffe 53 FC
fdb start fffe 0

ffff 50

Write code to do something

* 6 write short code to multply A by 4 in no more than 2 statements.

ASLA
ASLA

* 7 write short code to clear the sign bit of B.  Will this be the magnitude of a signed number?

ANDA #$7F
No, it's not the magnitude

* 8 Clear the msb of A and set the lsb bit of A in two statements.

ANDA  $#7F
ORAA #1

* 9 Your code is at memory location $c000 and you want to transfer control 
* to the address $50 if C is clear.  Else you want to continue with the next code.

bcs next
jmp $50

next nop

* 10 Write one line of code to set the 4 msb's of A and clear the 4 lsb's of A.

ldaa #%11110000



What does this code do? :   lengths and offsets p3
* 11 What is the final value in B? 

org $30
start ldx #data B

inx 9
ldab 3,x

loop bra loop

org $60
data fcb 5,6,7,8,9,0,1,2

org $fffe
fdb start

* 12 What is the final values in X and Y in hex?
org $50

start Ldx Data
Ldy #Data

loop bra loop X Y
  FFFE 00F0

org $F0
data fdb -2,-1,0,1

* 13 What is the final values in X and Y in hex?
org $50

start ldx #data
dex X Y
ldy 3,x 006F 0708

loop bra loop

org $70
data fcb 5,6,7,8,9,0,1,2

org $fffe
fdb start



* 14 What is the final value in y? p4
org $50

start ldx #data

ldy 2,x
loop bra loop Y

FE03 corrected 10/17/11
org $70

data fcb 1
fdb -2
fcb 3
fcb 4
org $fffe
fdb start

* 15 What is final value in A and pointer?
org $50

start ldx #data
stx pointer
inc pointer
inc pointer
ldy pointer A Pointer
ldaa 1,y 3 $104

loop bra loop
org $100

pointer fdb 0
data fcb 0,1,2,3,4,5

* 16 From what address is a byte loaded into A?
org $50 $100
ldx #$100  +  $ FF
ldaa -1,x = $ 1FF



What does this code do? :   jsr, push, pul, bsr
p5

* 17 What are the final values in X and A?
org 0
lds #$ff
ldx #$1122
ldaa #$33 FD 33 X A
pshx FE 11 3311 22
psha FF 22
pulx
pula

* 18 Show values in memory in the range of $f4 to $ff during the infinite loop Loop
org $c000
lds #$00ff
nop
nop
jsr subx FD

Loop bra Loop FE C0
FF 08

org $d000
subx nop

rts

* 19 What memory address is executed after the rts instruction?

org $50
start lds #$ff

ldx pointer answer: $2023
pshx
rts

loop bra loop
pointer fdb $2023,$3456

What does this code do? : arithmetic instructions, CC's, and branches
* 20 What is the result of the arithmetic instruction for the operand and CC's H,C,V,Z,N?

Does the conditional branch actually branch?
ldaa # -1
ldab #80 A H N Z V C
aba 7F 0 0 0 1 1
bhi $300

Doesn't branch

* 21 What is the result of the arithmetic instruction for the operand and CC's H,C,V,Z,N?
Does the conditional branch actually branch?
Assume H,C,V,Z and N are all 1 at the start.

ldaa # -1
ldab #80 A H N Z V C
sba 7F 1 0 0 1 0
bpl $300 Does branch



p6
* 22 What is the result of the arithmetic instruction for the operand and CC's H,C,V,Z,N?

Does the conditional branch actually branch?
Assume H,C,V,Z and N are all 1 at the start.

ldaa # -1
ldab #80 A H N Z V C
cba no change 1 0 0 1 0
blo $300 to a or b by cba

Doesn't branch

What does this code do? :   arithmetic instructions, CCs

* 23 Give me an example of an 8 bit number that when added to itself causes V but not C to be 1.
$40

* 24 Give me an example of an 8 bit number that when added to itself causes C but not V to be 1.
$ff

* 25 Give me an example of an 8 bit number that when added to itself causes both C and V to be 1.
$80

* 26 Give me an example of an 8 bit number that when added to itself causes neither C and V to be 1.
$0

What does this code do? :   shifts, rotates

* 27 After the shift, what is the value in A and C?
ldaa #$FF A C
asra $ff 1

* 28 After the shift, what is the value in A and C?
ldaa #$FF A C
lsra $7F 1

* 29 Suppose I load a value into A and then do a LSLA
Give me the a value to put into A which would cause V to be set?

$40

* 30 After the rotate, what is the value in A and C?
clc
ldaa #$8F C A
rora . 1 $47


